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Abstract
Glaciation during the Pleistocene confined alpine species to refugial areas. These range contractions
had major impacts on the spatial genetic structure of alpine species. Consequently, one should take into
account the often complex phylogeographic structure of species when performing genomic research,
e.g. on signatures of local adaptation. Understanding the phylogeography of the widespread arctic and
alpine Arabis alpina is particularly important, as this species is developing into a model species for
ecological genetics. The first objective of this study was to assess the genetic variation of A. alpina
across the Alps and to compare the spatial genetic patterns resulting from two different types of
molecular markers, namely nuclear microsatellites and amplified fragment length polymorphisms
(AFLPs). A second objective was to infer the distribution of genetic variation at the regional scale in
order to understand the genetic structure of populations in the area of a previously suggested contact
zone between genetic clusters that presumably recolonised their current range from different glacial
refugia. We characterized the phylogeographic structure of 372 individuals from 127 populations
across the entire Alpine range, complemented by 364 individuals from 22 populations in the western
Swiss Alps. Nuclear microsatellite and AFLP markers described consistent population clustering,
coherent with previous phylogeographic analyses. Furthermore, regional population structure in the
western Alps of Switzerland highlighted a contact zone of genetic clusters associated to different
presumed refugia. Again, this finding was in accordance with recolonisation routes formerly inferred
for other plant taxa of the western Swiss Alps. Our results highlight the coincidence of large-scale
patterns of genetic structure among alternative types of molecular markers and set a valuable basis for
further studies on ecological genomics in A. alpina.
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Introduction
The Alps were repeatedly covered by ice during the Pleistocene (Kelly et al. 2004), and it has been
shown that the climate fluctuations during this period had an impact on the evolution of many species
(Hewitt 2004) as a result of reducing their distribution ranges to refugia situated mostly in the South of
the Alps (Taberlet et al. 1998; Hewitt 1999). However, it has also been shown that some tree species
were present in northern refugia during the last glacial phase in Europe (Robin et al. 2016),
substantiating that northerly refugia have contributed to the recolonisation of southern mountain areas
such as the Alps. Such a scenario is even more realistic for herbaceous plant species that are adapted to
tundra-like habitats, which were widely available in northern central Europe, between the arctic and
alpine ice sheets. The survival of alpine plants to glaciation in or around the Alps left diverse and often
species-specific patterns, as their glacial history is influenced by ecological demands, breeding system,
preglacial distribution patterns and postglacial dispersal (Stehlik 2003). For example, ecological factors
such as the type and distribution of bedrock influenced the current spatial genetic structures (Alvarez et
al. 2009), as did deep glacial valleys and high mountain ranges that have shaped the distribution of
alleles and species in alpine plants (Thiel-Egenter et al. 2011). Following Holderegger and ThielEgenter (2009), three main types of glacial refugia supported the survival of mountain species during
the (last) ice age. (i) Lowland glacial refugia are situated outside of mountain systems and beyond the
limit of the ice sheet (Schönswetter et al. 2005). The absence of phylogeographic structure in Oxytropis
campestris subsp. tiroliensis in the Alps may be explained by such a dynamics, whereby the species did
not survive the Pleistocene glaciation in the interior of the Alps, but migrated to adjacent lowland
refugia from where it recolonised its current Alpine range (Schönswetter et al. 2004). (ii) Peripheral
glacial refugia are situated on the edge of mountain systems at the forefront of the ice field. During the
last glacial maximum, such glacial refugia were located along the southwestern, southern, eastern and
northern border of the Alps, as described by Schönswetter et al. (2005) by comparing phylogeographic
patterns with geological and palaeoenvironmental data of twelve alpine plant species. (iii) Nunataks
(Brochmann et al. 2003) protruded above the glaciers in the interior of a mountain range, harboring
high-mountain taxa, with their respective phylogeographic patterns exemplified by Eritrichium nanum
(Stehlik et al. 2002a) and Senecio halleri (Bettin et al. 2007).
In this study, we investigated the arctic-alpine Brassicaceae Arabis alpina, which has become
increasingly used as a model species in different fields such as developmental biology (Wang et al.
2009; Wingler et al. 2014), evolutionary ecology (Manel et al. 2010; Poncet et al. 2010; Buehler et al.
2013; Zulliger et al. 2013), studies of mating system (Ansell et al. 2008; Tedder et al. 2011; Buehler et
al. 2012) and ecological genomics, as the genome has recently been sequenced (Willing et al. 2015;
Jiao et al. 2017). Arabis alpina is suggested to have originated in Asia Minor less than 2 million years
ago (Ansell et al. 2011). One lineage migrated to the East African high mountains via the Arabian
Peninsula, whereas a second lineage expanded across Europe (including arctic populations) and to
northwestern Africa. Finally, a third lineage, which is still centred in Asia, migrated independently
southward and got into secondary contact with the East African lineage (Koch et al. 2006; Assefa et al.
2007). Growing predominantly on calcareous, base-rich substrate types, the bedrock distribution had an
important effect on its migration pathway in the European Alps (Alvarez et al. 2009).
In the Alps, recolonisation of A. alpina after glaciation has occurred at least twice, with an early
postglacial recolonisation of the western Alps from a refugium presumably located in the Maritime
Alps, followed by a second recolonisation of the central Alps from the Balkans (Koch et al. 2006;
Ansell et al. 2008). Central areas of the Alps thus likely represent a melting pot of divergent lineages,
but the coarse resolution of available studies prevents firm conclusions on where different
recolonisation routes met or whether more local refugia also occurred. Furthermore, most of these
studies either used uniparentally inherited cpDNA sequences or dominant amplified fragment length
polymorphisms (AFLPs) as molecular markers. No study has yet been undertaken to investigate the
spatial genetic structure of A. alpina across the Alps using highly polymorphic codominant markers
such as microsatellites. These co-dominant markers with large numbers of alleles per locus should
allow for a more detailed analysis of admixture zones among evolutionary lineages stemming from
different refugia as well as inferring unusual genotypes potentially pointing to local glacial refugia.
The heterogeneous spatial genetic structure of A. alpina highlighted at the edge of several putative
glacial refugia in the western Swiss Alps (Ehrich et al. 2007; Alvarez et al. 2009) illustrates how
complex the glacial history of species can be at the regional scale within the Alpine arc. Such a
situation calls for studies at higher spatial resolution to offer detailed inferences on the postglacial
recolonisation process. As summarized by Parisod (2008), migration routes in the western Swiss Alps
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indeed are intricate, with three main pathways of recolonisation (Online Resource 1) postulated based
on floristic evidence (Briquet 1906; Brockmann-Jerosch and Brockmann-Jerosch 1926; Merxmüller et
al. 1952). A so-called Rhodanian pathway was likely used by thermophilous species recolonising from
southwestern refugia at the front of the Rhone glacier (Christ 1907). Upon glacier melting, species
migrated along the Rhone valley and recolonised the French Alps (Haute Savoie) and the Jura
mountains (Briquet 1906). A transalpine eastern pathway was supported by the presence of plants that
survived the last glaciation in eastern alpine refugia (Briquet 1906; Christ 1907; Brockmann-Jerosch
and Brockmann-Jerosch 1926; Merxmüller et al. 1952). It is suggested that these species crossed highelevation areas in the northern Alps to reach their western range. A third pathway is the transalpine
southern route, from the south to the north through the Penninic Alps across high-elevation passes,
connecting the Italian Alps to the Valais in Switzerland (Jaccard 1900; Christ 1907; Guyot 1934; Rytz
1951; Delarze 1987). A genetic study of Biscutella laevigata based on a dense sampling in western
Switzerland illustrated these presumed recolonisation routes (Parisod and Besnard 2007). This species
indeed survived the ice ages in refugia of the external Alps as well as in central nunataks and
recolonised the western Alps of Switzerland with at least three independent lineages that immigrated
through the Rhodanian pathway, the transalpine southern pathway, and via the Simplon pass. However,
there are no comparably detailed genetic studies of other alpine species available for the western Swiss
Alps, even though this area is suggested as an important region where different lineages of alpine
plants came into contact during recolonisation (Schönswetter et al. 2005; Thiel-Egenter et al. 2011).
The first and main objective of the present study was to understand the distribution of genetic variation
in A. alpina in its entire Alpine range (large scale) and to compare the patterns resulting from two
alternative types of molecular markers, namely nuclear microsatellites and AFLPs. The second
objective was to infer the regional distribution of genetic variation in the western Swiss Alps to
understand the genetic structure of populations within this previously described contact zone of
lineages from several glacial refugia (regional scale). Our results revealed that both sampling scales
and types of marker identified spatial genetic structures that (i) match the previously described general
genetic patterns found for calcicolous plant species across the entire Alps (Alvarez et al. 2009) and (ii)
support the assumption that various genetic clusters from separate refugial areas came into contact in
the western Swiss Alps.
Material and methods
Study species
Arabis alpina is a perennial arctic-alpine herb of the Brassicaceae, which has creeping shoots with a
rosette of leaves below the upright flowering shoot. It grows along a wide elevational gradient and is
adapted to a wide range of habitat types (Buehler et al. 2013). Most often, it occurs in moist, open
pioneer vegetation on calcareous bedrock (Bovet et al. 2006). The species shows various reproductive
strategies: It reproduces sexually mainly by selfing or asexually via stoloniferous growth. The small
seeds are spread across the alpine landscape by wind, and insect-borne pollen is carried at least up to
1 km (Buehler et al. 2012).
Sampling design and genotyping
To investigate the phylogeography of A. alpina at the Alpine scale, we used AFLP data from the
project IntraBioDiv (Gugerli et al. 2008; Taberlet et al. 2012 a,b). This data set had previously been
analysed by Ehrich et al. (2007) and Alvarez et al. (2009). In addition, microsatellite genotyping was
performed on the DNAs of the same individuals, i.e. 372 samples from 127 populations (see below). At
the regional scale, in the western Swiss Alps, 364 individuals from 22 populations (Online Resource 2)
were sampled to investigate the population structure within a region in Western Switzerland, where a
contact zone of genetic clusters, presumably originating from different glacial refugia, has previously
been identified (Alvarez et al. 2009). For these samples, DNA was extracted from silicagel-dried leaf
tissue with the DNeasy Plant Kit (96-well plates; Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and then also genotyped
with microsatellites.
Details on AFLP genotyping are given in Gugerli et al. (2008). All individuals at the Alpine and the
regional scale were subjected to microsatellite analysis with 19 microsatellite markers and the protocol
described in Buehler et al. (2011). The microsatellite loci were amplified in four multiplex PCRs in 10
µl volumes containing 4.5 µl of Master Mix (Type-it microsatellite PCR Kit, Qiagen), 3.5−4.0 µl H2O
and 0.045−0.250 µl of each primer (5µM). PCR was performed on a Veriti Thermal Cycler (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, USA). Initial denaturation was set at 94°C during 5 min and was followed by
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27 to 29 cycles at 94°C for 30 s, 57°C for 90 s and 72°C for 60 s. Final extension lasted for 30 min at
72°C. PCR products were run with an internal size standard (Applied Biosystems) comprised of 9.5 µl
of HiDi-Rox400 on a ABI plate (12 µl Rox400 in 1000 µl HiDi) on a 3730xl DNA Analyzer (Applied
Biosystems), and electropherograms were analysed with GENMAPPER 5 (Applied Biosystems).
Genotyping errors were minimized using the following strategies (Bonin et al. 2004; DeWoody et al.
2006): PCR conditions were optimized to reduce the error rate and minimize stuttering bands, 12
samples were replicated twice, and samples presenting suspect peaks were re-amplified in order to
confirm their genotypes at particular loci. In the end, only 16 randomly distributed samples were
eliminated due to bad amplification or more than 50% missing data, likely due to low DNA quality.
Identification of genetic structure
STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000; Hubisz et al. 2009) was used to assign individuals to genetic
clusters using model-based Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) clustering. Given
predominant selfing in populations of A. alpina (Tedder et al. 2011; Buehler et al. 2012), we used a
model without admixture, with prior information on location and uncorrelated allele frequencies. Ten
runs of 1 000 000 MCMC simulations were performed for each value of K (from 1 to 15), after a burnin period of 100 000 cycles. The appropriate K value was selected according to the highest likelihood
(LnP(D)) and low variance among the 10 runs using the web-based tool STRUCTURE HARVESTER
version 0.6.94 (Earl and vonHoldt 2012). We also compared the optimal value of K reported by
LnP(D) to Evanno’s summary statistic ∆K (Evanno et al. 2005), but we chose to disregard these values
because this approach often gives an optimum of two clusters, which is not informative in our case
(Meirmans 2015; Janes et al. 2017). In consequence, we defined the relevant clusters, i.e. those which
remained constant and showed no substantial subdivision with increasing K. To account for label
switching of clusters among replicates and to combine STRUCTURE runs, CLUMPP 1.1.2 (Jakobsson
and Rosenberg 2007) was used (Greedy for K = 2−5 and LargeKGreedy for K > 6). For the AFLP data,
the same settings were used, except that the option RECESSIVEALLELES was set to 1. Finally, we
visualised the population clusters in ARCMAP 10.2.1 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA). In order to
compare the clustering of both markers, we used the online version of CLUMPAK 1.1 (Kopelman et al.
2015). We estimated the similarity of results from both marker types with the option “comparison” for
each K value with the default settings.
The STRUCTURE analyses were done separately for the Alpine and the regional scales, but in order to
feature the origin of samples from the western Swiss Alps (Fig. 2), four (out of 15) individuals per
population were also included in the whole Alpine dataset (Online Resource 2) for a separate
STRUCTURE analysis.
Because strong inbreeding may lead to incorrect estimation of the number of clusters K (Ehrenreich et
al. 2009), we further applied INSTRUCT (Gao et al. 2007). This software is an extension of
STRUCTURE that eliminates the assumption of Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium and instead uses
inbreeding coefficients or selfing rates to estimate the cluster memberships of individuals. Mode 2 was
used, which infers population structure and selfing rate at the population level. The program cannot
deal with AFLP data and only uses a model with admixture. Hence, we performed the INSTRUCT
analyses for the microsatellite data at the regional scale only (18 populations with 11–23 individuals
per population). As for the STRUCTURE analyses, we used CLUMPP and ARCMAP for
visualization.
Population genetic analysis
The number of individuals per population genotyped with microsatellites at the regional scale allowed
for the assessment of the inbreeding coefficient (FIS), expected and observed heterozygosity (He and
Ho), calculated with GenAlEx 6.5 (Peakall and Smouse 2006). We calculated pairwise genetic
differentiation among populations (pairwise FST) and the overall FST with GenAlEx as well. Finally, we
checked for isolation by distance (IBD) with SPAGeDi 1.5 (Hardy and Vekemans 2002). We grouped
each population pair into five distance classes of 46 pairs each. Permutation tests among locations were
performed for tests on each distance class (n = 10 000) in order to assess the significance of the
regression slope (b-log) between the pairwise FST and the logarithm of the pairwise distance. To
estimate the range of genetic relatedness, we used a spatial autocorrelation approach in GenAlEx
using matrices containing the pairwise geographic and genetic distances for the 18 populations.
The autocorrelation coefficient (r) was calculated for a specific number of five distance classes
chosen to comprise even sample size (0–17 km, 17–26 km, 26–34 km, 34–43 km and 43–58 km).
We used 1000 bootstraps to estimate 95 % confidence intervals for the significance of r against
the hypothesis of no spatial structuring.
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Results
Population structure at the Alpine scale
Using the microsatellite data, the optimal grouping of the alpine populations was K = 11 (Fig. 1a,
Online Resource 3a, b). To accurately describe the clustering, it is helpful to understand its
development from K = 2 to K = 11 (Online Resource 4). At K = 2, a distinct, non-admixed cluster
appeared (light blue) in the central eastern Alps. This group remained constant with increasing K until
the optimal number of clusters at K = 11 was reached. At K = 3, a cluster in the southeastern Alps (red)
was emerging and was well defined from K = 3 until K = 11. At K = 4, another split distinguished two
major clusters in the North (yellow and turquoise), hence all the main clusters were formed. Once these
two northern clusters have been delineated, increasing of K up to 11 mostly changed the clustering
within the eastern and the French Alps. In these two regions, up to eight additional clusters with
relatively high admixture within populations appeared at K = 11. Some individuals belonging to these
clusters were sometimes also present in the North of the Alps, highlighting wide geographical
disjunctions.
Using the AFLP dataset, the highest likelihood was reached at K = 10 (Fig. 1b, Online Resource 3c, d).
Similar to the microsatellite analysis, main clusters were already distinctly defined at K = 4, and
increasing K resulted in changes in the western Alps, but not in the eastern Alps (Online Resource 5).
Notably, the overall pattern of the genetic structure for AFLP and microsatellite markers was similar,
revealing a cluster arrangement that largely followed a North/South alignment. This observation is
supported by the CLUMPAK results. For each K, we obtained a coefficient of similarity between 0.36
and 0.59 among the population membership coefficients of microsatellite and AFLP markers. The
coefficient of similarity is slightly decreasing towards higher values of K (Online Resource 6),
highlighting increasing discordance between genetic markers in the identification of nested clusters.

Fig. 1 Genetic clustering of Arabis
alpina, determined by STRUCTURE
(Pritchard et al. 2000; Hubisz et al.
2009); the size of the circles
corresponds to sample size. (a)
Clustering based on 19 nuclear
microsatellite markers across the
Alps. The clustering given is for K =
11 (for results for K = 2–11 see
Online Resource 2). (b) Clustering
based on 150 AFLP markers across
the Alps. The clustering given is for
K = 10 (for results for K = 2–10 see
Online Resource 3).
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Population structure at the regional scale in the western Swiss Alps
The 18 populations from the western Swiss Alps showed an observed heterozygosity (Ho) between
0.02–0.21 and expected heterozygosity (He) between 0.17–0.37, resulting in FIS values between 0.22
and 0.86 (average = 0.68; more details for each population can be found in the Online Resource 7). The
overall value of FST was 0.436 (± 0.017 SD; for pairwise FST values among populations see Online
Resource 8). To highlight the origin of samples from the western Swiss Alps (Fig. 2), four (out of 15)
individuals per populations were included in the whole alpine dataset (Online Resource 2). When then
considering the whole Alpine and the western Swiss Alpine microsatellite dataset together, K = 15
represented the best supported clustering (Online Resource 3e, f). In this context, the populations of the
western Swiss Alps were split in three main clusters (yellow, violet and green; Fig. 2). The clustering
analysis of the whole western Swiss Alps dataset only (i.e. with all 348 individuals from 18
populations) reached the highest likelihood at K = 15 (Online Resource 3g, h; Fig. 2b; Online Resource
9): we thus observed a very distinct and small-scale clustering at the western Swiss Alpine scale. In this
region, peripheral populations showed less admixture than populations in the centre of the area. We
observed gene pools that were present on both sides of the Rhone valley, especially when looking at
the clustering progression from K = 2 to K = 15 (Online Resource 9). We finally tested for IBD
because the values of the mean likelihood LnP(D) consistently increased, considered to indicate
increased genetic differentiation at larger distances. The results revealed a significant signal of IBD (p
= 0.0039, slope = 0.08), also supported by the spatial autocorrelation results, plotted in a correlogram
(Fig. 3). The latter showed the autocorrelation coefficient (r) as a function of distance classes. Only the
first distance class up to 17 km showed significant (positive) spatial autocorrelation. Thereafter, r
values decreased, but none significantly differed from the expected value for each given distance class.

Fig. 2 Genetic clustering of
Arabis alpina, determined by
STRUCTURE (Pritchard et
al. 2000: Hubisz et al. 2009),
(a) for the Alps including a
regionally dense sampling in
the western Alps of
Switzerland genotyped with
19 microsatellite markers
and (b) enlarged for the
regional scale; the size of the
circles corresponds to sample
size. Arrows in (b) show
putative recolonisation
pathways (Parisod 2008;
Online Resource 1) of main
clusters: Bernese Alps
(green) and Penninic Alps
(violet; transalpine southern
pathway). The three main
colours (yellow, green,
violet) indicate to which
clusters the regional samples
belong at the Alpine scale.
The derived colours indicate
the sub-clustering when
taking into account only the
regional samples. Numbers
refer to population codes
(Online Resource 2).
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The genetic clustering inferred from INSTRUCT was similar to that obtained with STRUCTURE
(Online Resource 10), except that populations showed more admixture, although the selfing rate was
estimated to be 82.5% for the western Swiss Alpine populations (at K = 15, Online Resource 3i, j).

Fig. 3 Range of genetic relatedness estimated based on spatial autocorrelation. The
correlogram shows the autocorrelation coefficient (r) as a function of five distance
classes across the range of the regional study area in the western Swiss Alps, with the
upper (U) and lower (L) limits for the 95 % confidence interval.
Discussion
When studying local adaptation or, more distinctly when identifying loci of adaptive relevance, it is
pertinent to also take into account genetic patterns caused by demographic processes such as dispersal
and gene flow (Holderegger et al. 2010). Demography and adaptation can indeed cause similar genetic
patterns, as illustrated by postglacial recolonisation of Europe out of southern refugia that might be
confounded with parallel adaptation to lower temperatures from the South to the North. It is thus
important to discriminate demographic from adaptive genetic patterns (Sillanpää 2011). Knowing the
neutral genetic structure of a study species a priori may thus be helpful when designing the sampling
strategy, as it allows for selecting appropriate regions where genetic structure best matches the
respective aims of a study.
Here, we provide such demographic background information for A. alpina, an emerging model species
for ecological genomics. We present the large-scale genetic structure of this species across the entire
Alpine range using two different types of molecular markers. The genetic clustering found was largely
congruent with previous, but rather coarse phylogeographic analyses, irrespective of the molecular
markers used. This finding highlights the fact that spatial genetic patterns based on AFLPs well reflect
the phylogeographic structure in a given species. We further substantiate the North–South alignment of
genetic clusters previously identified for calcicolous Alpine plant species, including A. alpina (Alvarez
et al. 2009). At a finer spatial scale, the regional distribution of genetic variation in A. alpina was
coherent with a recolonisation of the Western Swiss Alps through the different pathways suggested in
the floristic literature (Parisod 2008).
Large-scale phylogeography of A. alpina
The phylogeographic analyses of A. alpina across its entire Alpine range revealed a complex pattern of
genetically differentiated groups (Fig. 1), which may be attributed to the convoluted topography and
geology of the area in combination with demographic processes related primarily to the last glacial
period. Noticeably, the analysis of the spatial genetic structure revealed that the eastern Alps and the
French Alps comprised a high number of genetic clusters, which were further subdivided with
increasing number of genetic clusters (K). Such a high genetic diversity and differentiation across areas
described as glacial refugia for calcareous species (Schönswetter et al. 2005) may be related to longterm in situ persistence of populations (Hewitt 1996; Petit et al. 2003). The French Alps were not only
surrounded by and comprised glacial refugia, but were further influenced by expanding populations of
A. alpina from southern refugia like the Apuan Alps (Ansell et al. 2008). Similarly, the high number of
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clusters in the eastern Alps can be explained by the proximity of glacial refugia and gene exchange
with southern and eastern populations such as the Carpathian Mountains, where similar genetic pools
were observed (Ehrich et al. 2007). Similar general patterns were reported for several other species in
Alvarez et al. (2009), e.g., for Hutchinsia alpina.
Glacial refugia of alpine species preferentially growing on calcareous bedrock were located almost all
around the Alps (Schönswetter et al. 2005), with the largest ones occurring along both the southwestern
and northeastern ends of the Alps as well as along the southern Alps. Genetic patterns congruent with
survival in small refugia located in the northern margin of the Alps have been recently reported as well
(Schneeweiss and Schönswetter 2010). In the following, we attempt to associate these refugial areas
with the population clustering found for A. alpina (Fig. 1). The light blue cluster largely retained its
central West/East position and range along the hierarchical development of the clustering from K = 2 to
K = 11. The direction of recolonisation route could not be inferred from the distribution of genetic
diversity, given that the number of individuals per population is rather low with an average of three.
Even more so, paleoecological evidence would be required to substantiate inference on migration
direction. Another well-defined cluster was the red one, found in the Maritime Alps. Such a western
Alpine cluster was also observed in other species such as Pritzelago alpina (synonymous to the above
mentioned H. alpina), in which western Alpine populations clustered with the Pyrenees, whereas
central Alpine populations formed another cluster (Kropf et al. 2003). The positions of the different
genetic clusters discussed coincide with regions of high genetic differentiation and mostly also harbour
high genetic diversity, which can be interpreted as secondary contact zones of clusters from different
glacial refugia during postglacial expansions (Duforet-Frebourg and Blum 2014). However, only
inference based on allelic richness and the degree of heterozygosity may be informative regarding the
distinction between a contact zone and glacial refugium; our data set with few samples per location
remains inconclusive in this regard.
Based on the main glacial refugia observed across the Alps, Schönswetter et al. (2005) inferred
biogeographic lines which correspond to biogeographic boundaries based on floristic evidence,
supported by silicicolous and calcicolous species (Ozenda 1985). Genetic patterns of silicicolous plant
taxa largely conformed to these floristic boundaries (Thiel-Egenter et al. 2011), but the distribution of
genetic clusters in A. alpina and the respective contact zones did not follow these three biogeographic
lines. The clustering indeed revealed primarily a North/South alignment of clusters that appear typical
of calcicolous taxa (Alvarez et al. 2009). However, a comprehensive comparative study has not been
done to identify areas of shared contact zones for calcicolous plant species at the inter- and
intraspecific level.
Comparison between nuclear microsatellite and AFLP markers
Using alternative molecular markers may yield different results of genetic analyses (Nybom 2004;
Woodhead et al. 2005). We assessed the coincidence of the spatial genetic structures as determined
with (mainly) nuclear AFLPs and nuclear microsatellites. Both marker types showed largely consistent
patterns of genetic variation at the Alpine scale, and the optimal values of K were almost identical for
AFLPs and microsatellites. Generally, clusters based on AFLP markers were less admixed than those
based on microsatellites, independent of the number of K, although a model without admixture was
used. Apparently, individuals are more often assigned to the same cluster with AFLP markers than with
microsatellites. This is possibly caused by the higher number of AFLP markers (150 loci) compared to
19 microsatellites, but could also be a result of the higher number of alleles in the latter as compared to
the bi-allelic and dominant AFLP markers. Our comparison of both markers confirmed the conclusion
of Estoup et al. (2002) that mutation rate does not represent a substantial problem in many population
genetic analyses, although the higher mutation rate at microsatellite loci may lead to non-negligible
homoplasy (Skrede et al. 2009). One of the major differences between both marker types was found in
the eastern and the western part of the Alps. We described them as genetically diverse regions in the
case of microsatellites, but these regions appeared less diverse with AFLPs. This observation does not
unambiguously support these areas as located next to or even representing areas of glacial refugia.
Instead, cluster diversity was increased in the northwestern part of the Alps (mostly from K = 8
onwards, Online Resource 5), a region also surmised as a glacial refugium by Schönswetter et al.
(2005). Our sampling design at the large scale, with largely three individuals genotyped per location,
does not allow us to infer the underlying processes that have lead to the patterns observed in more
detail.
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To conclude, the two types of markers detected similar main patterns of genetic clustering, which was
coherent with corresponding observations in other plant species (Teulat et al. 2000; Gaudeul et al.
2004). This finding is relevant when designing future studies, e.g on signatures of local adaptation, in a
taxon for which information on the spatial genetic structure is available only from AFLP data, often
criticised for their anonymous nature.
Contact zone in western Swiss Alps
The second objective of this study was to infer the distribution of genetic variation in populations of A.
alpina at the regional scale in the western Swiss Alps and compare the results to recolonisation routes
outlined in Parisod (2008). At the regional scale, we argue that a higher genetic diversity could be
explained by the junction of diverse genetic lineages (Fig. 2). Note, however, that this area was not
described as a distinct contact zone of A. alpina by Duforet-Frebourg and Blum (2014), who used the
same AFLP data set as in our study, but an alternative approach for identifying areas of high genetic
differentiation.
When interpreting the clustering of the western Swiss Alps included in the analysis of the entire range
of the Alps, we observed three genetic clusters (yellow, green and violet, Fig. 2b) in the western Swiss
Alps. The three clusters could be associated to the Chablais, the Bernese and the Penninic Alps. This
association contrasts with the relative genetic homogeneity described over this area by Parisod and
Besnard (2007) in support of the Rhodanian recolonisation pathway. In A. alpina, the genetic cluster of
the Rhone Valley in the Chablais region (the “yellow” populations: 6, 12 and 18; Fig. 2b) indeed
seemed to originate from a northern refugium, and not from a southern refugium as would be expected
for the Rhodanian pathway. Furthermore, this genetic cluster is not expanding far into the Rhone
Valley and came only into contact with the “green” cluster from the Bernese Alps, which seems to
have a different source population. In turn, this “yellow” cluster came into contact with the “violet”
populations (populations 3 and 15, Fig. 2b), which clustered with southern Alpine populations.
Therefore, the transalpine southern pathway seems the most suitable explanation for the recolonisation
history of the “violet” cluster. Pairwise FST values among populations confirmed the population
assignment of STRUCTURE: Samples from populations within clusters had lower pairwise FST values
than samples from populations of different clusters. For example, the “violet” populations (populations
3 and 15, Fig. 2) had a pairwise FST of 0.243 that is lower than values obtained when pairing these two
populations with any of the surrounding populations that belong to the “green” cluster (Online
Resource 8).
In this study, the assignment of the Bernese populations were consistent with the transalpine eastern
pathway, which had been postulated based on floristic evidence (Welten 1982). However, it could also
be that A. alpina survived in situ in the northern Prealps (for instance in the Chablais region) or the
nearby Jura mountains as suggested for Erinus alpinus (Stehlik et al. 2002; Stehlik 2003). This
primarily northern-Alpine, rock-dwelling species is restricted to calcareous substrate as generally is A.
alpina, and we observed an almost identical phylogeographic pattern in the western Swiss Alps as for
E. alpinus. To confirm a transalpine recolonisation pathway for A. alpina, it would be necessary to
sample more populations in the southern part of the Valais and in neighbouring Italian regions, but also
plastid markers might be more informative in this regard. When only the regional data are considered,
the optimal clustering at K = 15 in the western Swiss Alps revealed the complex clustering. Finally, the
low but significant signal of IBD and the spatial autocorrelation results indicated that genetic
differentiation gradually declined with increasing geographic distance, but with only a significantly
positive correlation for population pairs located at up to 17 km (Fig. 3). It shows that gene flow
between clusters is spatially limited. Accordingly, geography certainly plays an important role in the
structure of the populations. Hence, our regionally dense sampling and microsatellite genotyping
revealed a more complex genetic structure than hitherto assumed from large-scale studies. Our results
suggest that A. alpina in the western Swiss Alps was made up of admixed populations because this area
constitutes a contact zone between genetically distinct groups that immigrated from several glacial
refugia.
No effect of high selfing rate on analyses of genetic structure
Finally, we took into account that the sexual reproduction of A. alpina occurs mostly by selfing (Ansell
et al. 2008; Tedder et al. 2011; Buehler et al. 2012) and evaluated how this mating system might
affect our analyses. When we looked at the population clustering not assuming Hardy–Weinberg
equilibrium and performed in INSTRUCT, the results were not much different from those revealed by
STRUCTURE. Hence, these results corroborated the general patterns found and discussed above. The
inbreeding coefficients of the populations in the western Swiss Alps, on average 0.68 (SD = 0.18;
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Online Resource 7), are close to the values found in the literature for the western Alps based on
allozyme data (FIS = 0.58; Ansell et al. 2008). The inbreeding coefficient was also calculated in two
studies on A. alpina from one population in the central Alps (FIS = 0.66; Buehler et al. 2012) and across
the Alpine range (FIS = 0.65; Ansell et al. 2008). These highly positive values, indicative of a
substantial excess of homozygote individuals as compared to expectations under random mating,
support the observation that A. alpina is a predominant selfer. Differences in inbreeding coefficients
between regions have been explained as changes in the breeding system of populations originating
from different post-glacial recolonisation routes (Ansell et al. 2008). However, the estimation of the
selfing rate is less accurate when there is no substructure or when subpopulations have similar selfing
rates (Gao et al. 2007) and when selfing (or inbreeding) rates are calculated based on different
molecular markers, e.g. microsatellites versus allozymes (Ansell et al. 2008). The clustering of
populations was not much different between the STRUCTURE and the INSTRUCT analyses in our
study (see above; Online Resource 10), probably because we accounted for selfing by using a model
without admixture in STRUCTURE. Other studies also did not find differences between these
alternative approaches (McNally et al. 2009; Mosher et al. 2007).
In conclusion, our phylogeographic study of A. alpina across the entire Alpine range, combined with a
regionally dense sampling, reveals that the spatial genetic structure of this species follows those
previously presented for other calcicolous plant species. Knowledge about the spatial position and
distribution of genetic clusters will be useful for planning further studies, for example when inferring
local adaptation at the genome level. The results further indicate that the outcome of analyses on the
genetic structure are not substantially influenced by the type of molecular marker used, nor the
underlying breeding system, which lends support to the credibility of the results presented here.
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Additional supporting information in the online version of this article (see Online Resources) contains
the following:
Online Resource 1
Three main putative recolonisation pathways in the western Alps of Switzerland based on Parisod
(2008). The names of main mountain ranges are given in bold, country names and regions are in
normal font. Dark grey arrows indicate the Rhodanian pathway, grey arrows the transalpine eastern
pathway and white arrows the transalpine southern pathway, including the Simplon pass pathway.
Online Resource 2
Sampling locations of the 22 populations of Arabis alpina from the regional scale study in the
western Swiss Alps.

Online Resource 3
Plot of mean likelihood LnP(D) and variance among repetitions per K value as well as the ∆K plots
(Evanno et al. 2005) from the STRUCTURE analyses (Pritchard et al. 2000; Hubisz et al. 2009) of
Arabis alpina for (a and b) the alpine data set using microsatellite markers, (c and d) the alpine dataset
using AFLP markers, (e and f) the alpine including the regional data with microsatellite markers, (g
and h) only the regional dataset with microsatellite markers and, (i and j) only the regional dataset with
microsatellite markers but analysed with INSTRUCT (Gao et al. 2007).
Online Resource 4
Genetic clustering of Arabis alpina determined by STRUCTURE analyses (Pritchard et al. 2000;
Hubisz et al. 2009) of 19 microsatellite markers for K = 2–11 across the Alps.
Online Resource 5
Genetic clustering of Arabis alpina determined by STRUCTURE analyses (Pritchard et al. 2000;
Hubisz et al. 2009) of 150 AFLP markers for K = 2–10 across the Alps.
Online Resource 6
Plot of the coefficients of similarity, calculated with CLUMPAK (Kopelman et al. 2015) for each K
value, among the population membership coefficients of Arabis alpina using microsatellite and AFLP
markers.
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Online Resource 7
Population genetic parameters inferred from 19 microsatellite markers in 18 populations of Arabis
alpina. Number of sampled individuals per population, observed (Ho) and expected heterozygosity (He)
and the inbreeding coefficient FIS.
Online Resource 8
Pairwise FST values among 18 populations of Arabis alpina in the western Swiss Alps, based on 19
nuclear microsatellite markers.

Online Resource 9
Genetic clustering determined by STRUCTURE analyses (Pritchard et al. 2000; Hubisz et al. 2009) of
the 364 individuals from 22 populations of Arabis alpina from the western Swiss Alps using 19
microsatellite markers for K = 2–15.
Online Resource 10
Genetic clustering of the 18 populations of Arabis alpina in the western Swiss Alps, using 19
microsatellite markers, determined (a) by STRUCTURE analyses (Pritchard et al. 2000; Hubisz et al.
2009) and by (b) INSTRUCT (Gao et al. 2007), which uses the estimated selfing rate to infer individual
memberships.
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